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Ask only 5, of which 4 must be correct.
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**English Tools**

**Words**

Boy  Ink  Leg
Hand  Table
Mat   Cup   Van
Play  Toy

**Sample 1**

I go to school.
My uniform is white.
My shoes are black.
I love to read books.

**Sentence**

This is my bag.
It is a small bag.
It has two pockets.
I keep books in it.

**Sample 1**

Ask only 5, of which 4 must be correct.
Ask the child to say the meaning of the words in the local language.

Ask the child only to read one set of sentences, 2 out of 4 must be correct.
Ask the child to say the meaning of the sentences in the local language.
Ask only 5, of which 4 must be correct.
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Sample 2

Small Letters
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Sample 2
This is a **table**.
It is made of **wood**.
It has four **legs**.
It is very **old**.

This is a **garden**.
It has green **grass**.
It has **flowers** in it.
I like to **play** there.

Ask only 5, of which 4 must be correct.
Ask the child to say the meaning of the words in the local language.

Ask the child only to read one set of sentences, 2 out of 4 must be correct.
Ask the child to say the meaning of the sentences in the local language.